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The Secret Life of Lobsters
This is a Summary of Jim Collins and Jerry Porras' Built To Last: Successful Habits of Visionary Companies Drawing upon a
six-year research project at the Stanford University Graduate School of Business, James C. Collins and Jerry I. Porras took
eighteen truly exceptional and long-lasting companies and studied each in direct comparison to one of its top competitors.
They examined the companies from their very beginnings to the present day -- as start-ups, as midsize companies, and as
large corporations. Throughout, the authors asked: "What makes the truly exceptional companies different from the
comparison companies and what were the common practices these enduringly great companies followed throughout their
history?" Organized into a coherent framework of practical concepts that can be applied by managers and entrepreneurs at
all levels, Built to Last provides a master blueprint for building organizations that will prosper long into the 21st century and
beyond. Available in a variety of formats, this summary is aimed for those who want to capture the gist of the book but
don't have the current time to devour all 368 pages. You get the main summary along with all of the benefits and lessons
the actual book has to offer. This is a summary that is not intended to be used without reference to the original book.

Leading the Unleadable
Across OECD countries, almost one in every five students does not reach a basic minimum level of skills. This book presents
a series of policy recommendations for education systems to help all children succeed.

Built to Last
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Identifying 18 "visionary" companies, the authors set out to determine what's special about them and to provide a blueprint
for prosperity. Includes hundreds of examples showing what makes the truly exceptional firms different from the everyday
ones.

Unstoppable Teams
We live in a world where women make up half of the population, but only 5% of Fortune 500 CEOs. While the wage gap is
slowly closing, studies show we will not reach gender pay equity until 2053. As women enter the business world in bigger
numbers, Hollywood lags behind in featuring women in important roles. We can all agree on one thing: to change this, we
need more women in leadership positions. In my short career, I have served many CEOs, mostly as a Chief of Staff. I have
learned how to navigate pervasive gender stereotypes and build valuable technical skills and personal traits. In this book, I
will share the most important lessons with you - the ones that pertain to creating future CEOs. For those of you who have
considered aiming for the role, I am here to provide you with advanced career advice on how to get to the top. For those of
you who have not yet decided what you'd like to be, I am here to convince you: YOU are built to be CEO.

Built to Last
Presents a series of interviews with successful people who demonstrate the author's three elements of
success--involvement with something about which they are passionate, the cultivation of a sense of responsibility and
accountabiliy, and taking effective action. Reprint. 50,000 first printing.

Execution
Praise for Adversity Quotient. "With AQ, Paul Stoltz has done something remarkable: He synthesizes some of the most
important information on how we influence our own future and then offers a profound set of observations which teaches us
how to thrive in a fast-changing world!"-Joel Barker, President, Infinity, LTD, author of Paradigm Shift. "Adversity Quotient
will show that you have more control over events than you think. The key is changing your beliefs. Believe it or not, that can
usually be done in One Minute." -Ken Blanchard, co-author, The One Minute Manager. "Paul Stoltz's AQ explains why some
people, teams, organizations, and societies fail or quit, and how others in the situation persevere and succeed. With this
book, anyone or or organization can learn to reroute their AQ and hardwire their brain for success." -Daniel Burrus, author,
Technotrends. "AQ is one of the more important concepts of our time. Paul Stoltz's book provides the direction and tools
necessary for putting this idea into practice. It is a must read for anyone interested in personal mastery, leadership
effectiveness and/or organizational productivity." -Jim Ericson, Program Director, The Masters Forum.
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Built to Last: Successful Habits of Visionary Companies (Blinkist Summary).
"This is not a book about charismatic visionary leaders. It is not about visionary product concepts or visionary products or
visionary market insights. Nor is it about just having a corporate vision. This is a book about something far more important,
enduring, and substantial. This is a book about visionary companies." So write Jim Collins and Jerry Porras in this
groundbreaking book that shatters myths, provides new insights, and gives practical guidance to those who would like to
build landmark companies that stand the test of time. Drawing upon a six-year research project at the Stanford University
Graduate School of Business, Collins and Porras took eighteen truly exceptional and long-lasting companies -- they have an
average age of nearly one hundred years and have outperformed the general stock market by a factor of fifteen since 1926
-- and studied each company in direct comparison to one of its top competitors. They examined the companies from their
very beginnings to the present day -- as start-ups, as midsize companies, and as large corporations. Throughout, the
authors asked: "What makes the truly exceptional companies different from other companies?" What separates General
Electric, 3M, Merck, Wal-Mart, Hewlett-Packard, Walt Disney, and Philip Morris from their rivals? How, for example, did
Procter & Gamble, which began life substantially behind rival Colgate, eventually prevail as the premier institution in its
industry? How was Motorola able to move from a humble battery repair business into integrated circuits and cellular
communications, while Zenith never became dominant in anything other than TVs? How did Boeing unseat McDonnell
Douglas as the world's best commercial aircraft company -- what did Boeing have that McDonnell Douglas lacked? By
answering such questions, Collins and Porras go beyond the incessant barrage of management buzzwords and fads of the
day to discover timeless qualities that have consistently distinguished out-standing companies. They also provide
inspiration to all executives and entrepreneurs by destroying the false but widely accepted idea that only charismatic
visionary leaders can build visionary companies. Filled with hundreds of specific examples and organized into a coherent
framework of practical concepts that can be applied by managers and entrepreneurs at all levels, Built to Last provides a
master blueprint for building organizations that will prosper long into the twenty-first century and beyond.

Changing World Order
This book presents a new model, the competency framework, for students, innovators, entrepreneurs, managers, and
anyone who wants to better understand the dynamic world of innovation and entrepreneurship. Focused on both the
individual and strategic organizational level, this book is about people and the competencies each person needs to learn to
be successful in creating a more dynamic future. Matthews and Brueggemann’s framework for innovation and
entrepreneurship competencies empowers individuals to excel at innovation and new venture creation. It provides a
practical guide and clear and concise understanding of the knowledge, skills, attitudes, and experiences that are needed to
increase imagination, creativity, innovation and new venture creation capability. Innovation and Entrepreneurship will be
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attractive for students of entrepreneurship, innovation, management and cross-disciplinary classes, such as design
thinking. Presented in a modular format, Innovation & Entrepreneurship informs the future direction of people and
technology, as well as the educational systems producing the next generation of innovators and entrepreneurs. Based on
extensive academic research, this book is organized into two sections: Twelve innovation elements and twelve competency
categories. The elements are the foundation and the competency categories are the building blocks that inform our path
toward a more precise understanding of how innovation and entrepreneurship plays an important role in economic
development and our daily lives.

Built to Last
Good management is a precious commodity in the corporate world. Guide to Management Ideas and Gurus is a straightforward manual on the most innovative management ideas and the management gurus who developed them. The earlier
edition, Guide to Management Ideas, presented the most significant ideas that continue to underpin business management.
This new book builds on those ideas and adds detailed biographies of the people who came up with them-the most
influential business thinkers of the past and present. Topics covered include: Active Inertia, Disruptive Technology, Genchi
Genbutsu (Japanese for "Go and See for Yourself"), The Halo Effect, The Long Tail, Skunkworks, Tipping Point, Triple Bottom
Line, and more. The management gurus covered include: Dale Carnegie, Jim Collins, Stephen Covey, Peter Drucker, Philip
Kotler, Michael Porter, Tom Peters, and many others.

Built to Last
Decline can be avoided. Decline can be detected. Decline can be reversed. Amidst the desolate landscape of fallen great
companies, Jim Collins began to wonder: How do the mighty fall? Can decline be detected early and avoided? How far can a
company fall before the path toward doom becomes inevitable and unshakable? How can companies reverse course? In
How the Mighty Fall, Collins confronts these questions, offering leaders the well-founded hope that they can learn how to
stave off decline and, if they find themselves falling, reverse their course. Collins' research project—more than four years in
duration—uncovered five step-wise stages of decline: Stage 1: Hubris Born of Success Stage 2: Undisciplined Pursuit of
More Stage 3: Denial of Risk and Peril Stage 4: Grasping for Salvation Stage 5: Capitulation to Irrelevance or Death By
understanding these stages of decline, leaders can substantially reduce their chances of falling all the way to the bottom.
Great companies can stumble, badly, and recover. Every institution, no matter how great, is vulnerable to decline. There is
no law of nature that the most powerful will inevitably remain at the top. Anyone can fall and most eventually do. But, as
Collins' research emphasizes, some companies do indeed recover—in some cases, coming back even stronger—even after
having crashed into the depths of Stage 4. Decline, it turns out, is largely self-inflicted, and the path to recovery lies largely
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within our own hands. We are not imprisoned by our circumstances, our history, or even our staggering defeats along the
way. As long as we never get entirely knocked out of the game, hope always remains. The mighty can fall, but they can
often rise again.

Built to Last: Successful Habits of Visionary Companies (Blinkist Summary).
"This is not a book about charismatic visionary leaders. It is not about visionary product concepts or visionary products or
visionary market insights. Nor is it about just having a corporate vision. This is a book about something far more important,
enduring, and substantial. This is a book about visionary companies." So write Jim Collins and Jerry Porras in this
groundbreaking book that shatters myths, provides new insights, and gives practical guidance to those who would like to
build landmark companies that stand the test of time. Drawing upon a six-year research project at the Stanford University
Graduate School of Business, Collins and Porras took eighteen truly exceptional and long-lasting companies -- they have an
average age of nearly one hundred years and have outperformed the general stock market by a factor of fifteen since 1926
-- and studied each company in direct comparison to one of its top competitors. They examined the companies from their
very beginnings to the present day -- as start-ups, as midsize companies, and as large corporations. Throughout, the
authors asked: "What makes the truly exceptional companies different from other companies?" What separates General
Electric, 3M, Merck, Wal-Mart, Hewlett-Packard, Walt Disney, and Philip Morris from their rivals? How, for example, did
Procter & Gamble, which began life substantially behind rival Colgate, eventually prevail as the premier institution in its
industry? How was Motorola able to move from a humble battery repair business into integrated circuits and cellular
communications, while Zenith never became dominant in anything other than TVs? How did Boeing unseat McDonnell
Douglas as the world's best commercial aircraft company -- what did Boeing have that McDonnell Douglas lacked? By
answering such questions, Collins and Porras go beyond the incessant barrage of management buzzwords and fads of the
day to discover timeless qualities that have consistently distinguished out-standing companies. They also provide
inspiration to all executives and entrepreneurs by destroying the false but widely accepted idea that only charismatic
visionary leaders can build visionary companies. Filled with hundreds of specific examples and organized into a coherent
framework of practical concepts that can be applied by managers and entrepreneurs at all levels, Built to Last provides a
master blueprint for building organizations that will prosper long into the twenty-first century and beyond.

Juggling Elephants
A thought-provoking analysis of the new business paradigm shows how firms that do "everything right" can nevertheless
fail because of new technologies and disruptions in the market structure. Reprint.
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Great by Choice
A columnist for Inc. outlines his theories about street-smart businesspeople who appear to possess unique intuitive gifts, in
an anecdotal guide that shares real-life stories about how companies met various challenges by identifying potential
problems, focusing on goals, and maintaining perspective. 30,000 first printing.

Guide to Management Ideas and Gurus
It's time to redefine the CEO success story. Meet eight iconoclastic leaders who helmed firms where returns on average
outperformed the S&P 500 by more than 20 times.

12 Rules for Life
Drawing upon a six-year research project at the Stanford University Graduate School of Business, James C. Collins and Jerry
I. Porras took eighteen truly exceptional and long-lasting companies and studied each in direct comparison to one of its top
competitors. They examined the companies from their very beginnings to the present day -- as start-ups, as midsize
companies, and as large corporations. Throughout, the authors asked: "What makes the truly exceptional companies
different from the comparison companies and what were the common practices these enduringly great companies followed
throughout their history?" Filled with hundreds of specific examples and organized into a coherent framework of practical
concepts that can be applied by managers and entrepreneurs at all levels, Built to Last provides a master blueprint for
building organizations that will prosper long into the 21st century and beyond.

100 Great Business Ideas
______________________________ NEARLY THIRTY YEARS AGO, Stanford University faculty members Jim Collins and Bill Lazier
showed you how to turn an entrepreneurial business into an enduring great company. Beyond Entrepreneurship became a
leadership staple, particularly among small and early-stage companies. And while Collins would go on to write a series of
famous bestsellers that have sold more than ten million copies worldwide, this lesser-known early work remains the
favourite of many of his loyal readers. Now, with Beyond Entrepreneurship 2.0, Collins re-shares the timeless insights in
Beyond Entrepreneurship alongside new perspectives gleaned after decades of additional research into what makes great
companies tick. In Beyond Entrepreneurship 2.0, you'll learn how to turn your company into the 2.0 version of itself. You'll
be challenged to grow your own leadership as your company grows, from 1x to 2x to 5x to 10x. You'll learn Collins's newest
reflections on people decisions, insights that extend beyond his seminal "first who" principle about getting the right people
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on the bus. You'll learn why luck favours the persistent, and what it means to look for "who luck." You'll learn about the
origins of the "BHAG" (Big Hairy Audacious Goal), and why even a small business needs a galvanising BHAG to have a
complete and inspiring vision. You'll also unlock what Collins calls "The Map." The Map is a road map that pulls together the
key concepts developed from thirty years of research and writing into one integrated framework for building a company
that delivers superior results, makes a distinctive impact, and achieves lasting endurance. Finally, you'll learn the lessons
that Jim Collins himself learned from the most influential mentor in his life, Bill Lazier. Beyond Entrepreneurship 2.0 is the
ambitious upgrade to a classic. In Beyond Entrepreneurship 2.0, you'll discover that the goal to turn your business into an
enduring great company is as relevant - and as within your reach - as ever.

Adversity Quotient
Built to Be CEO
Join the global movement that's making corporations more people-centric to achieve great results. The world is facing a
global leadership crisis. Seventy-seven percent of leaders think they do a good job of engaging their people, yet 88 percent
of employees say their leaders don't engage enough. There is also a high level of suffering in the workplace: 35 percent of
employees would forgo a pay raise to see their leaders fired. This is an enormous waste of human talent--despite the fact
that $46 billion is spent each year on leadership development. Based on extensive research, including assessments of more
than 35,000 leaders and interviews with 250 C-level executives, The Mind of the Leader concludes that organizations and
leaders aren't meeting employees' basic human needs of finding meaning, purpose, connection, and genuine happiness in
their work. But more than a description of the problem, The Mind of the Leader offers a radical, yet practical, solution. To
solve the leadership crisis, organizations need to put people at the center of their strategy. They need to develop managers
and executives who lead with three core mental qualities: mindfulness, selflessness, and compassion. Using real-world
inspirational examples from Marriott, Accenture, McKinsey & Company, LinkedIn, and many more, The Mind of the Leader
shows how this new kind of leadership turns conventional leadership thinking upside down. It represents a radical
redefinition of what it takes to be an effective leader--and a practical, hard-nosed solution to every organization's
engagement and execution problems.

Atomic Habits
NAMED BEST MARKETING BOOK OF 2011 BY THE AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION How organizations can deliver
significant performance gains through strategic investment in marketing In the new era of tight marketing budgets, no
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organization can continue to spend on marketing without knowing what's working and what's wasted. Data-driven
marketing improves efficiency and effectiveness of marketing expenditures across the spectrum of marketing activities
from branding and awareness, trail and loyalty, to new product launch and Internet marketing. Based on new research from
the Kellogg School of Management, this book is a clear and convincing guide to using a more rigorous, data-driven strategic
approach to deliver significant performance gains from your marketing. Explains how to use data-driven marketing to
deliver return on marketing investment (ROMI) in any organization In-depth discussion of the fifteen key metrics every
marketer should know Based on original research from America's leading marketing business school, complemented by
experience teaching ROMI to executives at Microsoft, DuPont, Nisan, Philips, Sony and many other firms Uses data from a
rigorous survey on strategic marketing performance management of 252 Fortune 1000 firms, capturing $53 billion of
annual marketing spending In-depth examples of how to apply the principles in small and large organizations Free
downloadable ROMI templates for all examples given in the book With every department under the microscope looking for
results, those who properly use data to optimize their marketing are going to come out on top every time.

Build to Last
Three-time Navy SEAL platoon commander and founder of Perfect Fitness reveals how to put together teams that can
accomplish any objective—by leveraging an unexpected set of values and priorities. SEALs and civilians operate in
extremely different environments, but what makes both kinds of teams excel comes down to the same thing: service to
others, trust, empathy, and a caring environment. Alden Mills has experience working in both the military and the private
sector, as a SEAL platoon commander and as a startup founder of Perfect Fitness. He’s seen firsthand what it takes to lead
an unstoppable team of individuals. Teams are nothing more than a series of interconnected relationships with a collective,
single-minded focus. Success almost never depends on individual talent and valor; instead, Alden Mills shows, it depends,
first, on creating a strong foundation for yourself and, second, using that foundation to help others go beyond their
individual pursuits and talents to create something bigger and better—an unstoppable team. Unstoppable Teams show
managers at every level, at both large and small organizations, including private, public, and nonprofit, how to inspire,
motivate, and lead the people around them. Mills draws on stories from his own experiences to impart these surprising
team-building lessons: Too many people mistake groups of individuals for a team. No two people are alike, but we all have
the same genetic drivers that motivate us—our will to survive, our ego-driven desire for personal gain, and our soul-driven
yearning to be a part of something greater than ourselves. When we override our fears about survival, we can focus on our
desire to thrive. The more you care for your teammates, the more they will dare for the team. Great ideas are not reserved
for a select few—true teams embrace diversity of thought to find winning ideas. These lessons aren’t exclusive to the Navy
SEALs; they are used by successful entrepreneurs, nonprofit leaders, coaches, and sport captains—and now you can master
them too. Unstoppable Teams is the handbook for how to build care-based teams that will push people to achieve more
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than they ever thought possible.

Built to Last
Learn what makes the world's most successful companies tick. In this audiobook summary, explore the habits that
distinguish visionary companies from their competitors?and keep them thriving for decades.

Success Built to Last
James Clear presents strategies to form good habits, break bad ones, and master the tiny behaviors that help lead to an
improved life.

The Eventual Millionaire
The book that shows how to get the job done and deliver results . . . whether you’re running an entire company or in your
first management job Larry Bossidy is one of the world’s most acclaimed CEOs, a man with few peers who has a track
record for delivering results. Ram Charan is a legendary advisor to senior executives and boards of directors, a man with
unparalleled insight into why some companies are successful and others are not. Together they’ve pooled their knowledge
and experience into the one book on how to close the gap between results promised and results delivered that people in
business need today. After a long, stellar career with General Electric, Larry Bossidy transformed AlliedSignal into one of the
world’s most admired companies and was named CEO of the year in 1998 by Chief Executive magazine. Accomplishments
such as 31 consecutive quarters of earnings-per-share growth of 13 percent or more didn’t just happen; they resulted from
the consistent practice of the discipline of execution: understanding how to link together people, strategy, and operations,
the three core processes of every business. Leading these processes is the real job of running a business, not formulating a
“vision” and leaving the work of carrying it out to others. Bossidy and Charan show the importance of being deeply and
passionately engaged in an organization and why robust dialogues about people, strategy, and operations result in a
business based on intellectual honesty and realism. The leader’s most important job—selecting and appraising people—is
one that should never be delegated. As a CEO, Larry Bossidy personally makes the calls to check references for key hires.
Why? With the right people in the right jobs, there’s a leadership gene pool that conceives and selects strategies that can
be executed. People then work together to create a strategy building block by building block, a strategy in sync with the
realities of the marketplace, the economy, and the competition. Once the right people and strategy are in place, they are
then linked to an operating process that results in the implementation of specific programs and actions and that assigns
accountability. This kind of effective operating process goes way beyond the typical budget exercise that looks into a
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rearview mirror to set its goals. It puts reality behind the numbers and is where the rubber meets the road. Putting an
execution culture in place is hard, but losing it is easy. In July 2001 Larry Bossidy was asked by the board of directors of
Honeywell International (it had merged with AlliedSignal) to return and get the company back on track. He’s been putting
the ideas he writes about in Execution to work in real time.

Equity and Quality in Education Supporting Disadvantaged Students and Schools
Are you looking for a great idea or some inspiration to start a new venture or to help you grow your existing business? This
book contains 100 great business ideas, extracted from the world’s best companies.Ideas provide the fuel for individuals
and companies to create value and success. Indeed the power of ideas can even exceed the power of money. One simple
idea can be the catalyst to move markets, inspire colleagues and employees, and capture the hearts and imaginations of
customers. This book can be that very catalyst. Each idea is succinctly described and is followed by advice on how such an
idea can be applied to the reader’s own business situation. A simple but potentially powerful book for anyone seeking new
inspiration and that killer application.

The Innovator's Dilemma
Ten years after the worldwide bestseller Good to Great, Jim Collins returns withanother groundbreaking work, this time to
ask: why do some companies thrive inuncertainty, even chaos, and others do not? Based on nine years of
research,buttressed by rigorous analysis and infused with engaging stories, Collins andhis colleague Morten Hansen
enumerate the principles for building a truly greatenterprise in unpredictable, tumultuous and fast-moving times. This book
isclassic Collins: contrarian, data-driven and uplifting.

The Mind of the Leader
"What does everyone in the modern world need to know? [The author's] answer to this most difficult of questions uniquely
combines the hard-won truths of ancient tradition with the stunning revelations of cutting-edge scientific research. [The
author discusses] discussing discipline, freedom, adventure and responsibility, distilling the world's wisdom into 12 practical
and profound rules for life"--

Atlas Shrugged
In this intimate portrait of an island lobstering community and aneccentric band of renegade biologists, journalist Trevor
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Corson escorts the reader onto the slippery decks of fishing boats, through danger-filled scuba dives, and deep into the
churning currents of the Gulf of Maine to learn about the secret undersea lives of lobsters. This P.S. edition features an
extra 16 pages of insights into the book, including author interviews, recommended reading, and more.

How to Memorize Anything
Most executives have a big, hairy, audacious goal. But they install layers of stultifying bureaucracy that prevent them from
realizing it. In this article, Jim Collins introduces the catalytic mechanism, a simple yet powerful managerial tool that helps
turn lofty aspirations into reality. The crucial link between objectives and results, this tool is a galvanizing, nonbureaucratic
way to turn one into the other. But the same catalytic mechanism that works in one organization won’t necessarily work in
another. So, to help readers get started, Collins offers some general principles that support the process of building one
effectively. Since 1922, Harvard Business Review has been a leading source of breakthrough ideas in management practice.
The Harvard Business Review Classics series now offers you the opportunity to make these seminal pieces a part of your
permanent management library. Each highly readable volume contains a groundbreaking idea that continues to shape best
practices and inspire countless managers around the world.

The Outsiders
The Challenge Built to Last, the defining management study of the nineties, showed how great companies triumph over
time and how long-term sustained performance can be engineered into the DNA of an enterprise from the verybeginning.
But what about the company that is not born with great DNA? How can good companies, mediocre companies, even bad
companies achieve enduring greatness? The Study For years, this question preyed on the mind of Jim Collins. Are there
companies that defy gravity and convert long-term mediocrity or worse into long-term superiority? And if so, what are the
universal distinguishing characteristics that cause a company to go from good to great? The Standards Using tough
benchmarks, Collins and his research team identified a set of elite companies that made the leap to great results and
sustained those results for at least fifteen years. How great? After the leap, the good-to-great companies generated
cumulative stock returns that beat the general stock market by an average of seven times in fifteen years, better than
twice the results delivered by a composite index of the world's greatest companies, including Coca-Cola, Intel, General
Electric, and Merck. The Comparisons The research team contrasted the good-to-great companies with a carefully selected
set of comparison companies that failed to make the leap from good to great. What was different? Why did one set of
companies become truly great performers while the other set remained only good? Over five years, the team analyzed the
histories of all twenty-eight companies in the study. After sifting through mountains of data and thousands of pages of
interviews, Collins and his crew discovered the key determinants of greatness -- why some companies make the leap and
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others don't. The Findings The findings of the Good to Great study will surprise many readers and shed light on virtually
every area of management strategy and practice. The findings include: Level 5 Leaders: The research team was shocked to
discover the type of leadership required to achieve greatness. The Hedgehog Concept (Simplicity within the Three Circles):
To go from good to great requires transcending the curse of competence. A Culture of Discipline: When you combine a
culture of discipline with an ethic of entrepreneurship, you get the magical alchemy of great results. Technology
Accelerators: Good-to-great companies think differently about the role of technology. The Flywheel and the Doom Loop:
Those who launch radical change programs and wrenching restructurings will almost certainly fail to make the leap. “Some
of the key concepts discerned in the study,” comments Jim Collins, "fly in the face of our modern business culture and will,
quite frankly, upset some people.” Perhaps, but who can afford to ignore these findings?

Innovation and Entrepreneurship
Poor Charlie's Almanack
What do you do when your life feels as busy as a three-ring circus? Juggling Elephants tells a simple but profound story
about one man with a universal problem. Mark has too much to do, too many priorities, too much stress, and too little time.
As he struggles to balance his many responsibilities without cracking under the pressure, Mark takes a break to attend the
circus with his family. There he has a surprising conversation with a wise ringmaster. He leaves with a simple but powerful
lesson: Trying to get everything done is like juggling elephants -- impossible. So Mark begins to think about his work, family,
and personal life the way a ringmaster thinks about the many acts in a three-ring circus. He discovers that managing his
various acts can be fun and easy once he changes his attitude and follows his new friend's ongoing guidance. Mark soon
realizes: • If you keep trying to juggle elephants, no one, including you, will be thrilled with your performance. • A
ringmaster cannot be in all three rings at once. • The key to the success of a circus is having quality acts in all three rings. •
Intermission is an essential part of any good circus. Juggling Elephants is a wonderfully lighthearted guide for everyone who
feels like they're about to be squashed. It will help you better focus your time and energy, so you'll be able to enjoy more of
the things that are important to you. Above all, it will teach you how to run your circus, instead of letting the circus run you.

Turning the Flywheel
Is that one guy dragging you all down? The control-freak, the narcissist, the slacker, the cynic Difficult people are the worst
part of a manager's job. Whether it comes from direct reports or people above, outbursts, irrational demands, griping, and
other disruptions need to be dealt with-and it's your responsibility to do it. Leading the Unleadable turns this dreaded chore
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into a straight forward process that gently, yet effectively, improves behaviors. Written by an insider in the tech industry,
where personality issues routinely wreck projects, the book reveals a core truth: most people actually want to contribute
results, not cause headaches. Once you realize the potential for change, the book's simple steps, examples, and scripts
explain how to right even the most hopeless situations. You'll learn how to: * Master the necessary mindset * Explain the
problem calmly in a short feedback session * Get a commitment to change, and follow up * Coach others to replicate the
process * Develop the situational awareness required to spot trouble even earlier in the future Every manager has "problem
people." What sets great managers apart is how they turn them into productive team players. Prepare to transform the
troublesome into the tremendous.

Built to Last
Can we really memorize anything? The answer is, ‘Yes we can!’ From Guinness World Record holders (for conducting the
largest maths class on memorizing times tables till 99) Aditi Singhal and Sudhir Singhal comes a book that will serve as a
manual to explore the immense power of your memory through a scientific yet simple approach. It will: • Explain concepts
with simple illustrations • While teaching you memory techniques, it will also discuss their application in real life, like
memorizing appointments, presentations, names and faces, long answers, spellings, formulae, vocabulary, foreign
languages and general information • Give the scientific interpretation of ancient memory-enhancing practices that will be
particularly useful for students, teachers, professors, doctors, managers, marketing and other professionals as well as the
common man Following the unparalleled success of How to Become a Human Calculator, Aditi Singhal and Sudhir Singhal
turn their hands to helping you master the right method to input any information using which you can easily memorize
anything and, more important, recall it whenever required.

Jim Collins' Built to Last
Become a millionaire by learning from millionaires An Eventual Millionaire is someone who knows they will be a millionaire,
eventually. But they want to do it on their own terms—with an enjoyable life and an enjoyable business. Eventual
Millionaires are everywhere, from the airplane pilot looking to start his own business for more freedom and money to a
student looking to start her life on the right foot to a successful business owner needing inspiration and wondering how to
take her business to the next level. There are many ways to become a millionaire, but research has often shown that
creating your own business is one of the best ways to build wealth. The Eventual Millionaire will lay the foundation for those
looking to start their own business and work their way toward financial independence and a fulfilled life. Contains the
insights of more than 100 millionaires and their various experiences Written by Jaime Tardy, founder of
eventualmillionaire.com and a business coach for entrepreneurs A companion website includes an "Eventual Millionaire
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Starter Kit" with worksheets, business plan documents, and much more We all want to be successful and enjoy financial
security, but we might not know how or don’t think we can do it. The Eventual Millionaire will show you what it takes.

Good to Great
Presenting new insight into such companies as 3M, Walt Disney, and General Electric, a study on what makes companies
successful examines their flexibility, ideology, and strong purpose.

Beyond Entrepreneurship 2.0
Drawing upon a six-year research project at the Stanford University Graduate School of Business, James C. Collins and Jerry
I. Porras took eighteen truly exceptional and long-lasting companies and studied each in direct comparison to one of its top
competitors. They examined the companies from their very beginnings to the present day -- as start-ups, as midsize
companies, and as large corporations. Throughout, the authors asked: "What makes the truly exceptional companies
different from the comparison companies and what were the common practices these enduringly great companies followed
throughout their history?" Filled with hundreds of specific examples and organized into a coherent framework of practical
concepts that can be applied by managers and entrepreneurs at all levels, Built to Last provides a master blueprint for
building organizations that will prosper long into the 21st century and beyond.

Data-Driven Marketing
Charles Munger is Warren Buffett decade's long business partner, and his investment filter, jokingly called by Mr. Buffett the abominable no man. The early pages cover Munger's family history, his framework for investing [wait for the fat pitches,
and assess each opportunity using rational, rigorous frameworks drawn from multiple disciplines (and not finance theory!)],
and even some warm testaments from family, friends and colleagues. The next section, assembled by leading investor
Whitney Tilson, is well edited and benefits from Tilson's massaging of quotations made over time into logical sub-headings.
The bulk of the text though is, as the subtitle suggests, the wit and wisdom of Mr. Munger as conveyed through various
speeches in the last couple decade or so before 2006.

How the Mighty Fall
A companion guidebook to the number-one bestselling Good to Great, focused on implementation of the flywheel concept,
one of Jim Collins’ most memorable ideas that has been used across industries and the social sectors, and with startups.
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The key to business success is not a single innovation or one plan. It is the act of turning the flywheel, slowly gaining
momentum and eventually reaching a breakthrough. Building upon the flywheel concept introduced in his groundbreaking
classic Good to Great, Jim Collins teaches readers how to create their own flywheel, how to accelerate the flywheel’s
momentum, and how to stay on the flywheel in shifting markets and during times of turbulence. Combining research from
his Good to Great labs and case studies from organizations like Amazon, Vanguard, and the Cleveland Clinic which have
turned their flywheels with outstanding results, Collins demonstrates that successful organizations can disrupt the world
around them—and reach unprecedented success—by employing the flywheel concept.

The Knack
From the international bestselling author of Principles and legendary investor Ray Dalio, who has spent half a century
studying global markets, The Changing World Order examines history's most turbulent economic and political periods to
reveal why the times ahead will likely be radically different from those we've experienced in our lifetimes. A few years ago,
renowned investor Ray Dalio began noticing a confluence of political and economic conditions he hadn't encountered before
in his fifty-year career. They included large debts and zero or near-zero interest rates in the world's three major reserve
currencies; significant wealth, political and values divisions within countries; and emerging conflict between a rising world
power (China) and the existing one (US). Seeking to explain the cause-effect relationships behind these conditions, he
began a study of analogous historical times and discovered that such combinations of conditions were characteristic of
periods of transition, such as the years between 1930 and 1945, in which wealth and power shifted in ways that reshaped
the world order. Looking back across five hundred years of history and nine major empires - including the Dutch, the British
and the American - The Changing World Order puts into perspective the cycles and forces that have driven the successes
and failures of all the world's major countries throughout history. Dalioreveals the timeless and universal dynamics that
were behind these shifts, while also offering practical principles for policymakers, business leaders, investors and others
operating in this environment.

Turning Goals into Results (Harvard Business Review Classics)
Build to Last is not an introduction to network marketing. It's the missing piece for many would-be top network marketing
professionals. The super successful build with the mindset of a CEO while everyone else builds with the mindset of an
employee. If you are willing to do the work, Build to Last provides a step-by-step guide to becoming a leader who achieves
enormous success in your network marketing business. In this book you will learn: The mindset and philosophy of top
network marketers How to identify and push past your limiting beliefs How to lead yourself so you can lead others How to
attract leaders into your business How to mentor and develop leaders How to push those you're mentoring past their
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limiting beliefs How to create financial and time freedom How to earn a 6- or 7-figure income year after year Following the
detailed guidance Keith Callahan offers in Build to Last, he went from bankruptcy to 7-figure success in his network
marketing business. During nearly a decade in the industry, he has mentored many people on his team of 30,000
distributors to 6- and 7-figure success. With Keith Callahan's book, you can build a network marketing team that allows you
to help the most people and earn the highest, long-term, stable income. The end goal is a business that thrives for years to
come and does so - here's the important part - with or without you.
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